Background: This study examined the neural processes associated with the generalization of the effect of context-specific (CS) training to noncontextual situations among individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Methods: Fourteen and 16 participants with MCI were randomly allocated to a Chinese calligraphy writing (CW) training or a control group, respectively. The CW participants learned how to write Chinese strokes in a semicursive style to construct characters, tapping on working memory functions. The control group, on the other hand, learned how to use a tablet computer without emphasis on working memory functions. They then performed two 2-back tasks with CS semicursive strokes and non-context-specific (NCS) digits. Event-related electroencephalogram signals were concurrently recorded. Results: The CW participants had a significantly shorter reaction time in the CS than in the NCS task (p < 0.05). They showed significantly longer latency in working memory updating (N200; t 11 = 4.70, p = 0.05) and shorter latency in the evaluation of visual representation (P300; t 12 = 4.67; p = 0.05) than the control group when performing the 2-back CS task. Shorter P300 latency was also revealed in the 2-back NCS task (t 12 = 5.15, p = 0.041), suggesting a possible generalization of the training effect among the CW participants. Conclusion: The results suggest that CS working memory is likely to be generalized to NCS domains among individuals with MCI. Future research should extend the scope of the generalization and apply it beyond experimental conditions. The amplitudes of N200 at Fz and Cz in the Chinese 2-back task condition in the CS group were moderately correlated with the time required to complete the CTT part 1 (0.40 < r < 0.51, p < 0.05) ( Table 3 ). The amplitudes of N200 and P300 at midline sites during both 2-back tasks in the CS group were moderately correlated with the subscores of performance of CW (0.54 < r < 0.74, p < 0.05). No significant correlations were revealed between the amplitudes of N200 or P300 elicited at the midline or lateral sites and the scores in the DSB or CTT part 2 (e.g. completion, error and self-correction time) (p > 0.05).
Introduction
The decline of working memory is a common early symptom among individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [1] . Individuals with MCI were found to have a higher tendency of developing dementia later in their life [1, 2] . Much effort has been paid to design working memory training with the aim of delaying the deterioration of individuals with MCI and to a certain extent improving their ability [3] . Behavioral studies indicated that the enhancement effects by working memory training were generalizable to contexts of stimuli different from those employed in the training [4] [5] [6] . The transferability may rely on whether one could integrate the new information in the working memory network through rehearsal and visualization [4] . More evidence is needed to show how the training effort could be transferred to new or untrained contexts.
The working memory process using an n-back task was found to be associated with an event-related potential (ERP) component (P200/N200) elicited over the parietal area [7, 8] . This component was found to be preceded by N160, which is related to selective attention [5, 7] . The amplitude of P200 became more positive when the working memory load was increased among healthy adults and elderly [7] as well as those with MCI [9] . N200 was reported to be associated with working memory updating among healthy [10] and older adults [7] . Individuals with progressive MCI were found to have diminishing P200/N200 when compared with those with stable MCI [11] . Similarly, 1-year follow-up of individuals with progressive MCI indicated a more prominent decrease in the amplitudes of P200/N200 [8, 9] . Besides the amplitudes, the latency of P200/N200 showed a significant delay among individuals with progressive MCI [8] . These results suggest that P200/N200 elicited over the centroparietal area is a useful marker for reflecting working memory deficit among individuals with MCI. They also support the validity of using an n-back task, which involves encoding, rehearsal of and updating information for testing working memory of individuals with MCI.
Parietally distributed P300 is another ERP marker, which was found to be associated with categorizing or evaluating visual representation in the working memory buffer [10, 12] . Less positive P300 was associated with an increased working memory load among younger subjects [13, 14] . When compared with younger subjects, the distribution of P300 among older subjects was more centrofrontally distributed [15, 16] . Individuals with MCI showed a latency of [17] and less positive P300 [18] than their cognitively intact counterparts. This means that individuals with MCI have a less efficient evaluation of visual representation which demands working memory.
This study aimed to investigate the neural processes associated with the generalization of the gain in working memory based on context-specific (CS) training to noncontextual situations among individuals with MCI. In particular, we are interested in understanding the role of the P200/N200 complex in reflecting working memory. The CS training employed in this study was 16 sessions of learning Chinese calligraphy writing (CW). The rate-limiting processes were decomposition and transformation of strokes of characters into different styles before writing. Specifically, the MCI participants were involved in reading Chinese characters presented in Kai script (more square shape and distinct strokes) and then writing them in Hang script (more round shape and strokes run into each other). This requires encoding, memory recall, updating and transformation of the strokes and characters across the 2 types of script before the actual writing with a brush. The contextual and noncontextual experimental tasks for eliciting the ERP components were 2-back tasks presenting Kai script strokes and digits, respectively. We hypothesized that MCI participants who received the CW training would have an enhanced working memory load and updating function as reflected by less diminished centroparietally distributed P200/N200 after the training elicited over the centrofrontal regions in both the contextual and noncontextual conditions compared with those who did not receive the training. As for parietally distributed P300, it was hypothesized that the latency of P300 was reduced in the CW group in both the contextual and noncontextual conditions.
Methods

Participants
Thirty MCI participants were recruited from local community day activity centers. Fourteen and 16 participants were randomly allocated into the Chinese CW group (CS) and the computer tablet learning group (control), respectively ( Table 1 ). The mean age of the participants in the CS group was 65.9 years (SD = 5.0), with the majority of them being female (64.3%). They fulfilled the MCI criteria of a Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) score of 0.5 ("questionable dementia") [2] . The scores on the Chinese version of the Mini-Mental State Examination [19] were 27.1 (SD = 1.7) and 28.3 (SD = 1.6) and those on the Hong Kong Montreal Cognitive Assessment [20] were 25.5 (SD = 1.7) and 25.4 (SD = 2.1), respectively. The scores on the Abbreviated Memory Inventory for Chinese of the participants in the CW and control groups were 3.5 (SD = 1.2) and 3.1 (SD = 1.1), respectively ( Table 1) . Comparisons of the demographic characteristics and scores on the clinical measures indicated no statistically significant between-group differences (p > 0.05). The study was conducted with the approval from the Departmental Research Ethics Committee, Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The objective and procedure of the study was explained to all the participants before they gave their informed consent. 
Stimuli of the 2-Back Tasks
The two 2-back tasks for capturing cortical activities of the participants were different in terms of presenting contextual or noncontextual stimuli. Contextual stimuli were composed of strokes of the Hang script or semicursive strokes (行書; e.g. 宀 in 安) and were presented in similar sizes (2 × 2.5° visual angle). There were altogether 20 different strokes among which 1-3 strokes were selected, composed and mounted on each stimulus ( Fig. 1a, b ). To ensure visuospatial processing, not all strokes presented in the stimuli carry a phonetic sound. The number of pixels of the strokes ranged from 1,275 (smallest for 丶) to 4,946 (largest for 幺) appearing in white on a black background. The noncontextual stimuli were 10 single-digit Arabic numbers of 0-9 that appeared in Arial font. The pixel density and size of the digits were similar to those of the semicursive stroke images.
2-Back Task Design
The 2-back task design is similar to the one described in Missonnier et al. [9] . Each participant received training on the task-taking process from a research assistant. There were 2 task conditions: contextual and noncontextual. The contextual condition presented Hang script or semicursive stroke images while the noncontextual condition presented single-digit images. All visual images, contextual or noncontextual, were presented for 500 ms followed by a 5,000-ms fixation cross during which the participant had to make a response ( Fig. 1a, b ). The participant had to press the right key on the keyboard when the image just seen was identical to the one presented 2 trials back (target). On the other hand, the participant had to press the left key when the image was not identical to the one presented 2 trials back (nontarget). The control task was to detect a single digit presented on the screen, i.e., the participant had to press the right key when viewing a blank screen or the left key when viewing a single digit. There were 96 trials (target:nontarget = 1: 3) in each of the 2 task conditions and the control task. The trials were pseudorandomly organized into 3 blocks. The sequence of the blocks was randomized for each participant. The reaction time, accuracy and electroencephalogram (EEG) signals were recorded when the participant performed the tasks.
Chinese CW (CS) Training
The design and protocol used was part of a clinical randomized-controlled trial conducted by the authors of this paper [21] . There were 16 1.5-h sessions delivered twice a week for 8 weeks. The learning of writing Chinese calligraphy was in a group (6-8 participants) led by a calligraphy master and a research assistant. During the earlier sessions, basic Chinese strokes in the Hang script or semicursive style (行書) were selected for the CW practice, such as dots (丶), straight strokes (丨), and curved strokes (丿). The participants paid attention and encoded the details of the shapes by first using a custom-designed app followed by practice with an ink brush. These basic strokes were the building blocks for whole characters. During later sessions, under the master's demonstration and feedback, the participants learned to apply the components to construct individual characters when being shown characters with a standard Kai script or angular style (楷書). This involved recalling the learned basic strokes, rehearsing them and relating visuospatial relationships while constructing the individual character. For example, 丶冖ㄑ丿 visuospatially formed the character 安 (meaning "peace").
Tablet Computer Training (Control)
The format and schedule of the tablet computer training were the same as of the CW training. This was the control task used in the clinical trial study mentioned above [21] . The participants were involved in learning the functionality of an Apple iPad. The session was run by a research assistant. As a control, the participant was involved in writing Chinese characters in Hang or semicursive style on a custom-designed app in each session. The main difference from the CW training was that participants in this group were not required to rehearse semicursive style strokes and construct the semicursive style characters.
Procedure for Data Collection
Each participant was invited to attend the experiment session after having completed the CW training. The participants were asked to complete a demographic questionnaire and were tested with neuropsychological tests. After each participant had received training on the experiment, he or she was then seated comfortably in a distraction-free chamber and participated in the cognitive experiment while the behavioral and electrophysiological signals were recorded.
Behavioral Measures for MCI
Digit Span Test-Backward (DST-B) [22] and Color Trails Test (CTT) [23, 24] were administered to measure cognitive functions of the participants after the calligraphy training had been completed. The performance on CW was measured with a custom-made measure. The performance measure included quality and quantity of the strokes and characters assessed by the instructor who conducted the calligraphy training against a 5-point scale (1 = poorest and 5 = best). The areas of assessment were: (1) quality of writing strokes, (2) quantity of writing strokes, (3) quality of writing characters, (4) quantity of writing characters, and (5) overall quality of the writing. Overall performance was calculated by averaging the scores from the 5 areas.
EEG Acquisition
The EEG signals were captured by CURRY Scan 7 Neuroimaging Suite (NeuroScan Labs, Sterling, VA, USA) and amplified by a head box of the SynAmps2 Digital DC EEG amplifier. The 64-channel 90-mm Ag/AgCl-sintered electrode was mounted on a QuikCap (NeuroScan Labs) with the position configuration predefined according to the SynAmps2 Digital. The vertical electrooculograms were recorded with electrodes above and below the left orbit while the horizontal ones were acquired from electrodes at the external canthus of both eyes. The montage was referenced to the left and right bony mastoid processes, and the ground electrode was located on the forehead in front of the vertex electrode (Cz). Impedances of all recording electrodes were kept at or below 5 kΩ throughout the whole experiment. The sampling rate of EEG signals was 1,024 Hz. The timing of all the presented stimuli synchronized by STIM2 was recorded along with EEG signals (NeuroScan Labs).
Offline EEG Preprocessing of Electrophysiological Data CURRY Scan 7 was used for offline preprocessing of the EEG data captured from the participants (NeuroScan Labs). The signals were first re-referenced between 2 mastoid process electrodes followed by bandpass filtering with 0.1-30 Hz ocular artifact reduction. EEG signals between 100 ms prestimulus and 1,000 ms poststimulus were epoched. After baseline correction, epochs with amplitudes larger than 100 μV were rejected. Independent component analysis was used to determine the time windows for N160, P200/N200 and P300. Grand averages of latencies and amplitudes for each of the components were submitted for statistical analyses.
Data Analysis
Between-group differences in the scores of the neuropsychological measures were assessed with an independent t test. Three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs Group (experimental vs. control) × Stimulus (calligraphy strokes vs. digit) × Task (2-back vs. detection) assessed the differences in the accuracy rate and reaction time on the calligraphy stroke and digit 2-back tasks. For the electrophysiological data, amplitudes and latencies of the N160, P200/N200 and P300 were obtained at the midline (Fz, Cz and Pz) and lateral (left: F3, C3 and P3 and right: F4, C4 and P4) electrodes. There were 2 models. For the midline electrodes, 4-way repeated-measures MANOVAs Group × Stimuli × Task × Midline Electrode assessed the differences in the amplitudes and latencies of each of the ERP components. A 5-way Group × Stimuli × Task × Laterality (left vs. right) × Lateral Electrode model was used for testing the differences at the lateral sites. The significant level was set at p < 0.05 for the full model and at p < 0.01 for all post hoc comparisons. Besides, Pearson's correlation between the significant ERP results and scores on the behavioral tests were computed. The significant level was also set at p < 0.05.
Results
Behavioral Data
No significant between-group differences were revealed in the scores of the DST-B, CTT and CW performance test (p > 0.05) ( Table 1 ). All the main effects and their interactions on the accuracy rate and reaction time on the two 2-back tasks were not statistically significant (p > 0.05) ( Table 2) . Nevertheless, post hoc comparisons indicated that the CS group had significantly shorter reaction times than the non-CS (NCS) group for both the calligraphy stroke 2-back task (792.9 ms [SD = 187.9] vs. 1,033.3 ms [SD = 281.1]; t 28 = 2.71, p = 0.01) and the digit 2-back task (734.7 ms [SD = 185.6] vs. 874.9 ms [SD = 173.2]; t 28 = 2.14, p = 0.04).
Electrophysiological Data
The results of the independent component analyses suggested specific time windows for capturing the ERPs: N160 (115-160 ms), P200/N200 (165-295 ms), and P300 (305-500 ms). The grand average waveforms of these 3 components are shown in Figure 2a and b.
N160
The Group × Stimulus × Task × Midline Electrode interaction effects on the amplitude of N160 were marginally significant (F 2, 56 = 3.58, p = 0.075). Among the control group, the Stimulus × Task (F 1, 15 = 4.99, p < 0.034) and the Stimulus × Midline Electrode effects were statistically significant (F 2, 30 = 4.07, p = 0.027). The amplitude at Pz was significantly more negative in the calligraphy stroke than in the digit 2-back task (t 15 = 2.60, p = 0.020).
N200/P200
The Group × Stimulus × Task effect on the latency of N200 was statistically significant (F 2, 26 = 5.30, p = 0.030). The Stimulus × Task effects were found to be only significant in the CS group (F 1, 11 = 11.14, p = 0.01). Post hoc comparisons further indicated that the participants in the CS group showed significantly longer latency in N200 in the calligraphy stroke 2-back task than in the detection task (t 11 = 4.70, p = 0.05). In contrast, the participants in the CS group showed significantly shorter latency in N200 in the digit 2-back task than in the detection task (t 12 = 5.94, p = 0.03).
P300
The Group × Stimulus × Task effects on P300 were found to be significant (F 1, 27 = 7.32, p = 0.012). Post hoc comparisons suggested a significant Stimulus × Task effect in the CS group (F 1, 12 = 4.67, p = 0.05). Post hoc tests further revealed that this group of participants had longer latency while performing the calligraphy stroke 2-back task than while performing the digit 2-back task (t 12 = 4.67; p = 0.05). Besides, the same group performed the digit 2-back task with a shorter latency than the digit detection task (t 12 = 5.15, p = 0.041). In contrast, only the Stimulus × Midline Electrode interaction effect was obtained in the control group (F 2, 30 = 4.03, p = 0.028). Post hoc tests revealed that the latencies of the calligraphy stroke stimuli at the midline electrodes were shorter than the latencies of the digit stimuli (t 12 = 4.13-5.02, p < 0.05). 
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the neural processes associated with the generalization of the training effects gained from CW, i.e. the visualization and transformation of visual images in working memory, to noncontextual situations among individuals with MCI. The results revealed that both N200 and P300 components were modulated in the CW training group. N200 was delayed across all sites during the calligraphy stroke 2-back task among the participants who received CS training. This compared favorably with those in the NCS group suggesting positive effects gained by the CS group in the 16-session training. The modulation of the N200 inspection of the visual presentation in working memory, however, was not reflected by the changes in the DST-B, which is a measure of working memory function. Similarly, the training effect appears to modulate the latencies of P300 among the CW training group. Different from N200, the latencies of P300 were found to be shorter in the participants who performed both the calligraphy stroke and the digit 2-back tasks than in those who performed the detection task. No differences were found between the two 2-back tasks suggesting a possible generalization of the gains in the updating process in working memory from the CW training (decomposition and transformation of strokes of characters) to the processes involved in the digit 2-back task.
No modulatory effect of CW on the P200 component, which appears to be sensitive to working memory load involved in cognitive tasks [7, 9] , was revealed in the 2-back CS task. In the study by Missonnier et al. [9] , the P200 amplitude was found to be diminished among those with progressive MCI while they were required to engage in a 2-back task with alphabets when compared with a 1-back or detection task. This means that practicing Chinese CW may not alter working memory capacity. It could be due to the fact that, when writing each stroke, one may only need to retrieve the visual representation of the subsequent stroke from long-term memory and maintain it on the working memory platform. In other words, this would not impose a challenge on the working memory load. On the other hand, a mediating effect of CW training was found to occur on N200. Unexpectedly, the latency of N200 was found to be longer in the CW group while performing the Chinese stroke 2-back task. Though the N200 component has been reported to be related to different functions, it has been suggested that it is associated with mental processing related to match/mismatch detection [10] . Regarding the 2-back task, it may reflect neural processing while an individual inspects the maintained visual representation in working memory buffer. In the studies by Missonnier et al. [7, 8] , it was found that the amplitude of the N200 component is much reduced in those who manifested progressive MCI compared with the stable counterparts. The evidence suggests that the N200 amplitude is linked to MCI progression. What was obtained in this study was that the longer latency found in the CW group receiving CS training with the Chinese stroke 2-back task represents a more in-depth processing of the visual representation in the working memory buffer.
Another piece of evidence of the effect of CS learning of Chinese calligraphy is that the CW group performed both the Chinese stroke and the digit 2-back tasks with a much shorter 
CTT, Color Trails Test; 1, quality of learning basic strokes; 2, quantity of learning basic strokes; 3, quality of writing basic stroke in a character; 4, quantity of writing basic stroke in a character; 5, overall quality of handwriting.
reaction time compared to the control group despite the fact that the differences obtained may not be clinically significant (Table 2) . Besides, the latency of the P300 component, which reflects the evaluative functions and updating of working memory information for the next trial, was consistently found to be shorter despite the longer latency of the N200 component in the Chinese stroke 2-back task. This resulted in a shorter reaction time while the participants performed the working memory experimental task. This shows that the CW group was more efficient in manipulating the information in the working memory buffer. The late positive component, P300, has often been considered to be a biomarker for MCI status and progression. Various studies considering other executive functions also elicited P300 (e.g., oddball design) revealing similar findings regardless of the stimulus modalities (e.g., auditory stimulus). The P300 at the parietal region was consistently found to be delayed in those with MCI [11, 25] . On the other hand, accumulating evidence suggests that the diminishing P300 amplitude may not predict progression of MCI to Alzheimer disease. Thus, shortened latency of the P300 component revealed more efficient top-down evaluative function in the CW group after practicing CW for an extended period of time. In other words, it may counteract with the declining evaluative functions in MCI individuals. As evidence does not support that P300 alteration would predict MCI progression [17] , further longitudinal studies are needed to investigate the long-term effect of Chinese CW as a means to slow down MCI progress.
Furthermore, the moderate correlations between both N200 and P300 components and the quality of calligraphy performance rating also suggested that calligraphy training may be associated with the extent of the details of a certain stroke in the working memory buffer, rather than the amount of image generation. This somewhat supports the findings that the processes of working memory updating (N200) and the evaluation of visual representation in the working memory buffer (P300) are modulated by ongoing practice of Chinese CW. In contrast, the much weaker, yet significant, correlations between CTT and both ERP components in question imply that the calligraphy training may not be associated with attention enhancement.
Both behavioral and electrophysiological results related to the digit 2-back task indicate the possible generalization of the effect of CS training to other NCS stimuli. The reaction time for performing the digit 2-back task was reported to be shorter in the CW group. It was found that the latencies of the N200 and P300 components were significantly shorter when performing the digit 2-back task. It appears that CW may facilitate the ability to inspect the visual representation inside the working memory buffer for Chinese strokes while writing a certain stroke (N200) and then evaluating the performance (P300). Generalization effect occurs if similar enhancement is associated with these 2 components with attempts to visually rehearse and maintain digit stimuli.
Whether learning can be facilitated through specific or generalized learning has been controversial [6, 26] . While a collection of studies supports that perceptual learning would be contextually specific [27] [28] [29] , others suggest that perceptual learning could be transferred across different types of stimuli [26, [30] [31] [32] . Such an equivocal phenomenon of perceptual learning is determined by various factors: the duration of training and schedule of the training, the relative familiarity of the two stimuli and task relevance [26] . It was shown that interleaved or less frequent training could decrease the specificity effect as it would reduce the suppressive effect of repeated exposure of the stimuli with similar characteristics [30, 33] . Our calligraphy program, which was scheduled twice a week spanning 8 weeks, appeared to concur with this optimal scheduling requirement. The participants were allowed to rehearse and practice the newly learned basic strokes between sessions, where they took in new materials. This would allow the intake and retrieval of new representation in the pertaining network. Other types of stimuli, including digits, could also be practiced to heighten the generalization effect.
